The Teaching
of B.B. King
1
Suffrage
To Be With Michael Jackson’s
Teachers
You learn a lot about the suffrage of the Negroids after you make on
the other side. The first utterance from Michael Jackson when I
asked him to speak on music was instead, for him to call for the
judgment of the lawmakers.
B. B. King: What essentially has happened in the United States in
the freeing of the slaves has been to isolate them in pockets of great
poverty. They say it is education that will eventually bring them up.
It has not done that. It is for the reason that the educators
themselves only teach math or science and are not cultivators as the
California Missions when they took the American Indian, dressed
them up clean, made them not be like the Negroids to eat cheap fast
foods but eat good food, and made them to read the Bible and to
give up their Indian savage ways.
What chicanery you see in the Negroid race is kept as their
culture that they try to hide perhaps but to call Michael Jackson an
Uncle Tom does not change one iota of the educational system in the
United States that keeps the Negroids segregated as a race.
What they are in need of, is inculcation the same as you see in
the Sound of Music. That their manners, their language and their
behavior is what the White people are doing themselves. And this,
the educational system from the Supreme Court did not put into law.

Michael Jackson: About the only raising of the culture that the
Negroids did was to dress nice.
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EL MORYA: Essentially what they did was to say Negroids are only
good for music and sports. The elementary school teachers waited
out for them to leave school and go back to the ghettos.
EMPEROR LeAMTHE: The Negroids were to go back to their
housing with the shattered windows and liquor bottles on the streets.
How is it that Negroids consistently make 55% less the same Chinese
shop owners if they went through a supposed same public school
American education!
B. B. King: Even Washington Carver from agriculture did not
make it such a hero to them. It was music or sports. Willie Mays of
the SF Giants Magic Johnson of basketball.
It eventually has to be based on law, law and order, militarism
and law, law and jurisdiction, law and politics, perhaps, though not
positively as lawyers are not necessarily practicing law. But LAW not
race.

MOTHER MARY—

Take out the drums.
Use the keyboard to time music.
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